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DETI Inspire champions science for
children in the West of England with a
particular focus on breaking
stereotypes and challenging
perceptions about STEM careers in
order to appeal to under-represented
groups in engineering.  

Our vision

For every young person in the West of
England to have access to inclusive,
engaging and inspiring engineering
experiences with real-life relatable
role models.

Our mission

To support and inspire the next
generation of digital engineers.

We are working to increase the
diversity and number of young people
entering engineering careers, to
develop a diverse and innovative
engineering workforce of the future,
and enhance the social and economic
progress of our region.

What's inside?

This pack contains flexible lesson
plans and resources for KS2 that can
be followed in order to provide a
broad and balanced curriculum with a
wider appreciation for the potential of
STEM in tackling real-world problems
in the West of England. 

DETI Inspire

One hour
 

Two hours
 

Engineering Curiosity is a card game
developed with My Future My Choice
that features 52 different engineering
jobs in a wide variety of sectors and
industries. All are based on real-life
engineers from the West of England
and are accompanied by engaging
videos showing off aspects of the role
and the routes taken to achieve it.  

These sessions aim to not only provide
engineering/STEM career outreach, but
also add value to lessons by enabling
students to relate the required
curriculum knowledge to real-world
careers and problem-solving.  
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Have long have you got?

https://blogs.uwe.ac.uk/engineering/uwe-leads-on-inspiring-future-digital-engineers/


Duration Activity

5 minutes "Draw an Engineer" task

1

Quick fun activity to engage students
quickly, evaluate what they already
understand about engineers, and
identify misconceptions.  

Session Breakdown - KS2 1 hour
 

Purpose / Teaching Objective

5 minutes What is Engineering?
Introduction and Starter
Discussion

Questions and discussion about the
purpose of engineering.

10 minutes Who are Engineers?
Meet the Engineer and introduce
Engineering Curiosity Cards with
a 'card spotlight'

Students meet the on-screen engineer
and hear about their role. Engineering
Curiosity card spotlight introduces them
to the variety and diversity of
engineering jobs and people.

20 minutes Curriculum linked task Discover how engineering can relate to
regular curriculum based learning.

15 minutes Engineering Curiosity card game Explore engineer videos, play games,
and learn more about the diversity and
variety in engineering.

5 minutes Session Close and final discussion Wrapping up the session with a plenary
that asks students to express their
favourite engineers, and how their
thoughts have changed as a result of
the session. 

The following page is a brief summary of the upcoming 1 hour lesson plan, accompanied by a comment
on the purpose or intended outcome of the section.  

Following this summary, is the lesson plan in more detail.

Resources, access to the Engineering Curiosity cards and videos, and worksheets to accompany the
lesson are available on curiosityconnections.net.

http://curiosityconnections.net/


STEM

Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

Set-up

Start task:
'Draw an
Engineer'

Before
session

5 min
5 of 60

Set up video link with STEM
Ambassador. 
Prepare simple tally chart for voting
Decide on which curriculum link (see
below) to integrate 

Before introducing session, initially
engage students with the simple
yes/no question: “Have you ever
considered becoming an engineer
when you’re older?" - Session Leader
quickly tallies votes and displays
them on the tally chart.

Students given a few minutes to Draw
an engineer and add a word that they
would associate with the word
“engineer”. The vagueness of this
instruction allows misconceptions
around the word to manifest,
enabling them to be better
challenged throughout session.
Possible prompts:

Places you might find an
engineer?
Name something that you think
an engineer might have helped to
do?

Students can sketch onto Post-its,
mini-whiteboards or scrap paper
depending on the circumstances.
Stress that the quality of the sketch is 

2

Students are
engaged
quickly and are
free to
interpret the
word ‘engineer’
how they
choose.
(Perhaps in
discussion with
partner if
possible).

Not present Establishing
video link

In-Class KS2 1 hour Plan 
Home learning resources and worksheets available from curiosityconnections.net

Objectives
To dispel myths about engineering
To debate and discuss engineering careers
To engage with key learning through an engineering perspective

Curriculum links
KS2 Science - see 'Curriculum
links' section page 13

Duration
60 minutes

http://curiosityconnections.net/


Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

Introduction
and Starter
discussion

On-screen
Introduction
to Card
Spotlight

Session Leader introduces the
session and its objectives. “We are
here to discover some ways that
people in the West of England can
make a positive difference in their
careers. You will leave this session
with a stronger understanding of
possible engineering jobs, the skills
and knowledge that they have
developed, and the problems that
they solve in order to make a
difference!“   

Brief Starter discussion: Session
Leader begins a rough list of the
various themes that come from the
drawings, writing the list on the
board.  (e.g. mechanics, engines etc)

Play video at
www.thisisengineering.org.uk. 

 

See Discussion Prompts (page 12)

3

10 min 

20 of 60

Introduce on-screen STEM
Ambassador and engage in a short
conversation about their role.

Introduce a “Card Spotlight”  (Show
class a chosen card at
curiosityconnections.net/resource/e
ngineering-curiosity). May require a
brief conversation beforehand in
order to decide on the card that most
aligns with the STEM Ambassador's
job. Use card as prompt for asking

Engineer gives
a short
introduction
to their role
and route to it

 

Students are
invited to
contribute with
questions.

Questions can
also submit at
the end in a
question box
(or similar) and
they will be
answered
personally.

Students here
first recognise
the learning
objectives for
the session.  

Listening then
interacting in
discussion on
what an
engineer is.

5 min 

10 of 60

STEM

unimportant, the key is that students
express their views and thoughts
about what an engineer is and does.

https://www.thisisengineering.org.uk/
http://curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineering-curiosity/


This slot is available for Session
Leader to teach and distribute a
curriculum-linked task here. 

For suggestions for tasks and
activities that synergise well with
engineering in the West of England
see the range of curriculum-linked
resources in KS2 Worksheet Pack
available from
curiosityconnections.net 

Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

Curriculum
Link activity

See range of
curriculum-
linked
resources in
KS2
Worksheet
Pack

20 min

40 of 60

4

Session
Leader may
come to STEM
Ambassador
for comment
on the context
of the
learning and
where it might
be employed
in the role.   

Students listen
and engage
with learning
concept, then
spend time
working
through the
activity/task on
the worksheet.

Engineering
Curiosity
card activity

Session Leader re-engages class with
a display of the Engineering Curiosity
Cards and videos online
(curiosityconnections.net/resource/
engineering-curiosity)

Card packs distributed to
students/they explore online. Invite
children to play the game in pairs,
trumping each other's card stats,
encouraging discussion and
prompting conversation. See Card
Prompts (page 12).

As the students play, ask them to also
choose three cards that they most
connect with, and a reason why.
Session Leader could do the same at
this point/during the start of this
activity.

Session Leader roams and supports
during this time, offering questions
and provoking discussion about the
cards.

15 min

55 of 60

Students are
playing and
engaging with
the card and
the game. The
additional focus
of discussion is
important here
too.

Extension
tasks/game
ideas for
different ages
are provided on
page 14.

On hand to
field
questions or
prompt
discussion
where
opportunity
arises.

STEM

questions. See Prompts (page 12) to
drive the conversation.

http://curiosityconnections.net/
http://curiosityconnections.net/
http://curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineering-curiosity


Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

5

Closing
Activity and
STEM
Ambassador
Q&A

5 min
(to end)

60 of 60

Session Leader re-engages the class
with discussion about the children’s
three chosen cards and why they have
been chosen. Students also invited to
field any lasting questions to STEM
Ambassador in Q&A style. 

If time remains, students revisit their
initial engineer drawings and consider
how their thoughts have changed. This
activity can serve as an evaluation and
progress indicator of the session
having tackled STEM career
misconceptions.

Talks about
how they work  
with other
roles in the
card family
and explain
why they think
engineering is
a great career.

Students can
ask the STEM
Ambassador
about their job
e.g. Most
exciting thing
you’ve done?
Best/ worst part
of the job? What
does it take to
be successful?

Invite class to place any unanswered
questions in the question box/email.

Invite class to quickly re-vote on the
initial question (with original tally
visible), to see if their thoughts have
changed. Would you now think about
engineering as a potential job? Did
you enjoy the session, etc?

As session
ends

STEM



Duration Activity

15 minutes "Draw an Engineer" task

6

Starter activity to engage students
quickly, evaluate what they already
understand about engineers, and
identify misconceptions.  

Session Breakdown - KS2 2 hour
 

Purpose / Teaching Objective

15 minutes What is Engineering?
Introduction and Starter
Discussion

Questions and discussion about the
purpose of engineering.

10 minutes Who are Engineers?
Meet the Engineer and introduce
Engineering Curiosity Cards with
a 'card spotlight'

Students meet the on-screen engineer
and hear about their role. Engineering
Curiosity card spotlight introduces them
to the variety and diversity of
engineering jobs and people.

20 minutes Curriculum linked task Discover how engineering can relate to
regular curriculum based learning.

20 minutes Engineering Curiosity card game Explore engineer videos, play games,
and learn more about the diversity and
variety in engineering.

20 minutes Discussion around Engineering
Curiosity cards, and engineer Q&A

Students express interest in and
differences between the various
engineering roles, and have the
opportunity to ask questions with on-
screen engineer.

The following page is a brief summary of the upcoming 2 hour lesson plan, accompanied by a comment
on the purpose or intended outcome of the section.  

Following this summary, is the lesson plan in more detail.

Resources, access to the Engineering Curiosity cards and videos, and worksheets to accompany the
lesson are available on curiosityconnections.net.

Revisit 'Draw an Engineer' task
evaluation

20 minutes Students asked again to draw an
engineer, and compare to previous
effort, discussing the differences and
evaluating what they've discovered
during the session.

http://curiosityconnections.net/


Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

Set-up

Opening talk
and 'Draw an
Engineer'
start task

Before
session

15 min

15 of 120

Set up video link with STEM
Ambassador. 
Gather large sheets and pencils/felts
(if appropriate). 
Prepare simple tally chart for voting.
Decide on which curriculum link (see
below) to integrate, preferably based
on the specialism of the STEM
Ambassador.

Engage students with the simple
yes/no question: “Have you ever
considered becoming an engineer
when you’re older?" - Session Leader
quickly tallies votes and displays
them on the tally chart.

Hand out large sheets. Teams draw
around one pupil in the group and
then add features to turn their outline
into an Engineer. Add details of where
they work or what they do. If this is
not possible, students can work
individually and sketch on Post-it
notes, scrap paper or mini
whiteboards, which can then be
collected/photographed and sent in,
ready for display and discussion. 

Ask the students to add a word that
they would associate with the word
“engineer”. The vagueness of this
instruction allows misconceptions
around the word to manifest and be
better challenged during session. 

7

Students are
engaged and
on task quickly.

Not present. Establishing
video link.

In-Class KS2 2 hour Lesson Plan
Home learning resources and worksheets available from curiosityconnections.net

Objectives
To dispel myths about engineering
To debate and discuss engineering careers
To engage with key learning through an engineering perspective

Curriculum links
KS2 Science - see 'Curriculum
link' section page 13

Duration
120 minutes

STEM

http://curiosityconnections.net/


Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

Opening task
(cont.)

Introduction
and starter
discussion 

Prompts: 
Places you might find them?
Name something you think they
might have helped to solve?

Stress that the quality of the sketch is
unimportant, the key is that the
students express their views and
thoughts about what an engineer is
and does.  

Session Leader roaming during this
time and asks students their
thoughts engaging in discussion. Do
you know any engineers? What things
in this room do you think may have
been designed by an engineer?

Session Leader introduces the
session and its objectives. “We are
here to discover some ways that
people in West of England can make
a positive difference in their careers.
You will leave this session with a
stronger understanding of possible
engineering jobs in the region, the
skills and knowledge that they have
developed, and the problems that
they solve in order to make a
difference!“   

Brief Starter discussion: begin a
rough list of the various themes that
come from the engineer drawings,
writing the list on the board (e.g.
mechanics, engines etc).

Play video
www.thisisengineering.org.uk 

 

See Prompts (page 12).

8

Students here
first recognise
the learning
objectives for
the session.  

Listening then
interacting in
discussion on
what an
engineer is.

15 min 

30 of 120

STEM

https://www.thisisengineering.org.uk/


Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

On-screen
Introduction
to Card
Spotlight

20 min

60 of 120

9

Engineer gives
a short
introduction
to their role
and career
pathway.
  

10 min

40 of 120

Students are
invited to
contribute with
questions.

Questions can
also submit at
the end in a
question box
(or similar) and
they will be
answered
personally.

STEM

Introduces the on-screen STEM
Ambassador and engage in a short
conversation about their role. Invite
students to contribute with any
initial questions.

Introduces a “Card Spotlight”  (Show
class a chosen card at
curiosityconnections.net/resource/
engineering-curiosity). May require a
brief conversation beforehand in
order to decide on the card that
most aligns with the STEM
Ambassador’s job. Use card as
prompt to asking questions. See
Card Spotlight Prompts (page 12) to
drive the conversation.

This slot is available for Session
Leader to teach and distribute a
curriculum-linked task here. 

For suggestions for tasks and
activities that synergise well with
engineering in the West of England
see the range of curriculum-linked
resources in KS2 Worksheet Pack
available from
curiosityconnections.net 

Curriculum
Link activity

See range of
curriculum-
linked
resources in
KS2
Worksheet
Pack

Session
Leader may
come to STEM
Ambassador
for comment
on the context
of the
learning and
where it might
be employed
in the role.   

Students listen
and engage
with learning
concept, then
spend time
working
through the
activity/task on
the worksheet.

Engineering
Curiosity
card activity

Session Leader re-engages class with
a display of the Engineering Curiosity
Cards and videos online
(curiosityconnections.net/resource/
engineering-curiosity)

Card packs distributed to
students/they explore online. Invite
children to play the game in pairs,
trumping each other's card stats, 

Students are
playing and
engaging with
the card and
the game. The
additional focus
of discussion is
important here
too.

Leader may
come to STEM
Ambassador
for comment
on the context
of the
learning and
where it might
be employed
in the role.   

20 min

80 of 120

http://curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineering-curiosity
http://curiosityconnections.net/
http://curiosityconnections.net/
http://curiosityconnections.net/resource/engineering-curiosity


Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

Engineering
Curiosity
card activity
(cont.)

10

STEM

Closing
discussion
and STEM
Ambassador
Q&A

20 min

100 of
120

encouraging discussion and
prompting conversation. See Card
Prompts (page 12).

As the students play, ask them to also
choose three cards that they most
connect with, and a reason why.
Session Leader could do the same at
this point/during the start of this
activity.

Session Leader roams and supports
during this time, offering questions
and provoking discussion about the
cards.

Extension
tasks/game
ideas for
different ages
are provided on
page 14.

Session Leader re-engages the class
with discussion about the children’s
three chosen cards and why they have
been chosen. Students also invited to
field any lasting questions to STEM
Ambassador in Q&A style. 

Talks about
how they work  
with other
roles in the
card family
and explain
why they think
engineering is
a great career.

Students can
ask the STEM
Ambassador
about their job
e.g. Most
exciting thing
you’ve done?
Best/ worst part
of the job? What
does it take to
be successful?

‘Engineer’
Redraw Ask students to 'Draw an Engineer'

again. ‘This time, think of the problem
that your engineer is solving.’
‘Consider the engineers we’ve looked
at today and incorporate your
favourites into your drawing.’ 

Session Leader collects drawings.
compares them with previous effort
and lists the variety of themes that
emerge.

Final Look-back and redraw activity: Students then
revisit their
initial engineer
drawings and
consider how
their thoughts
have changed.

20 min
(to end)

120 of
120



Stage StudentsTime Activity Ambassador

11

STEM

‘Engineer’
Redraw

Engage in a brief discussion asking
students how their drawings/
thoughts may have changed. “Do you
now have a stronger understanding
of what engineers are and what they
do? What problems are the engineers
you’ve drawn solving?”

Offer a brief literacy/writing
(extension) task that asks students to
write a couple of sentences
expressing their change in
perceptions of what an engineer
is/does and other thoughts about the
session. Example sentence starters:
“An engineer is somebody that…” “I
was interested in the ______ job
because... “ “Something I learned
from the STEM Ambassador is that…”

Invite class to quickly re-vote on the
initial question (with previous tally
visible), and see if thoughts have
changed. Would you now think about
engineering as a potential job? Did
you enjoy the session etc?

As session
ends

Students place
any
unanswered
questions in
the question
box/email. 



Class prompts
Curriculum Links
and Suggestions

Useful
information

Discussion Prompts: 
What is an engineer? Somebody that
helps to solve problems? 
What problems in our city need
solving? Getting people to work?
Travelling across the city? Powering
homes? Feeding everyone? Keeping it
clean? Removing waste? Cleaning
water? Keeping people ihealthy? 
Are there different types of engineer?
Where might they work? Streets,
hospitals, labs, factories, offices?  

Card Spotlight Prompts: 
What path did you take into your job?
What is your workplace like? What
engineers do you collaborate with?
What is the problem that you and your
colleagues are trying to solve? What are
the top skills that your job requires?  

Engineering Curiosity Card prompts:
Perhaps think about what cards might
suit you and your skills! As you play,
discuss with your partner where you
think that person might work in the
West of England, or what problems they
might have to solve. Do you agree with
the card ratings? What might be the
best and worst parts of each job? What
other jobs might be part of the same
family? Why do you think they’ve been
put together in this family?

Below are suggestions for Curriculum
links based on several of the
Engineering Curiosity cards.

Session Leaders should decide in
advance, how they may wish to
incorporate the curriculum into the
session. This decision should be based
on the progress that the class in
question has made through the
curriculum, as well as the specialism of
the Leader and the subject within which
the session will be run. Also, the Session
Leader may wish to closely relate the
chosen curriculum link to the particular
STEM Ambassador/Engineer that has
been arranged to attend the session.
Through this, students will be able to
better connect their learning to the
relevant STEM career. 

Session Leaders are of course not
limited to these options, and they may
wish to incorporate any teaching
activity/style/curriculum link into the
session at the relevant stage. We do
suggest though, that effort is made to
closely link the learning to the West's
engineering problem/solutions or
careers.

12



Curriculum links
Engineer and Card Family with
possible curriculum suggestions

Aerospace and Aeronautical
engineer 

Possible Curriculum Link: Science,
Maths 
Motion and forces - push and pulling
forces; identifying the effects of air
resistance and friction; speed and
calculating speed.

Biomedical, Health and Sports -
Geneticist 

Possible Curriculum Link: Science 
Genetics, inheritance and evolution -
Inheritance, chromosomes, DNA and
genes; recognise that living things
produce offspring of the same kind, but
normally offspring vary and are not
identical to their parents.

Design Engineer

Possible Curriculum Link: Design &
Technology
Use research and develop design
criteria to inform the design of
innovative, functional, appealing
products that are fit for purpose;
develop, model and communicate their
ideas through discussion, annotated
sketches.

Civil and Structural Engineer 

Possible Curriculum Link: Science
Properties and changes of materials -
compare and group together everyday
materials on the basis of their
properties; give reasons, based on
evidence from comparative and fair
tests, for the particular uses of
everyday materials, including metals,
wood and plastic.  

Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

Possible Curriculum Link: Science -
Electricity 
Associate the brightness of a lamp or
the volume of a buzzer with the number
and voltage of cells used in the circuit;
compare and give reasons for
variations in how components function,
including the brightness of bulbs, the
loudness of buzzers and the on/off
position of switches.

Engineer Collaborations
Storywriting Task

Possible Curriculum Link: Literacy
Storywriting and literacy skills.

Home learning resources and
worksheets available from
curiosityconnections.net

13
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Engineering Curiosity
Card Game ideas

Suggestions for engaging games and
activities when using the Engineering
Curiosity cards. These can be used or
played by all ages, but may be
particularly engaging for KS1 and/or
KS2 pupils.

Guess Who: One person reads out
information from a card and their
partner tries to guess what type of
engineer they might be. Discuss where
you think that person might work, or
what problems they might have to
solve. Do you agree with the card
ratings? Imagine what it's like to be
them. What might be the best and worst
parts of each job? What other jobs
might be part of the same family? Why?

Consequences: Old- fashioned
consequences. Each player has a card.
On a strip of paper, Player 1 writes
name of engineer on their card, folds
over and pass to partner or next player.
Player 2 writes their engineer name,
folds and passes back. Continue folding
and passing, answering the following in
turn: where did they meet? What did
Engineer 1 say to Engineer 2, what did
Engineer 2 say to Engineer 1, what did
they engineer as a result? Once
finished, open and read aloud.
Compare answers with other pairs.

Card family trading: Start with four
random cards. You can swap one card
with a person on your table every 30
seconds (perhaps a simple repeating
timer on screen?). Trade locally first
then across the whole room. Fastest to
build a full ‘family’ wins. Continue
trading until all families are completed.

Engineering skills guess: students try to
guess the skill values of the jobs as
they are playing. Hopefully encouraging
deeper thought as to what the job may
involve and the skills required, and
discouraging students from simply
blindly playing the cards at face value
with no real consideration for the
jobs/cards themselves. 

I-Spy: particularly good for younger
children. Use the entire card pack to
find all the cards that have a particular
feature: eg, an animal, a laptop, a plant.
Then set your own challenge to find a
specific feature.

Can you think of any others?

14



Great Science Share for Schools 

This timely campaign aims to engage
whole school communities in raising the
profile and engagement of young people
in primary and secondary school
science. 

With the status of school science lower
than other core subjects, the campaign
has shown to lead to more time for
science learning in school and at home
so that young people can ask,
investigate and communicate their own
scientific questions with new audiences.
www.greatscienceshare.org

The Leaders Award
 
A competition that asks pupils “If you
were an Engineer, what would you do?”.
This creative, problem solving, literacy
and entrepreneurial project, encourages
pupils from primary and secondary
across the UK to look at the world
around them to find real-world
problems an engineer could solve.

Children are invited to meet an
engineer, which this activity enables
them to do. They can then submit their
design ideas to solve a problem to
receive feedback from real-life
engineers.

Sharing
successes

15

http://www.greatscienceshare.org/


Inspiring you to
inspire others
Engineers make the future


